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ABSTRACT
Background Current therapy for osteosarcoma 
pulmonary metastases (PMs) is ineffective. The 
mechanisms that prevent successful immunotherapy 
in osteosarcoma are incompletely understood. We 
investigated the tumor microenvironment of metastatic 
osteosarcoma with the goal of harnessing the immune 
system as a therapeutic strategy.
Methods 66 osteosarcoma tissue specimens were 
analyzed by immunohistochemistry (IHC) and immune 
markers were digitally quantified. Tumor- infiltrating 
lymphocytes (TILs) from 25 specimens were profiled 
by functional cytometry. Comparative transcriptomic 
studies of distinct tumor- normal lung ‘PM interface’ 
and ‘PM interior’ regions from 16 PMs were performed. 
Clinical follow- up (median 24 months) was available from 
resection.
Results IHC revealed a statistically significantly higher 
concentration of TILs expressing immune checkpoint 
and immunoregulatory molecules in PMs compared with 
primary bone tumors (including programmed cell death 1 
(PD-1), programmed death ligand 1 (PD- L1), lymphocyte- 
activation gene 3 (LAG-3), T- cell immunoglobulin 
and mucin domain- containing protein 3 (TIM-3), and 
indoleamine 2,3- dioxygenase (IDO1). Remarkably, these 
lymphocytes are excluded at the PM interface compared 
with PM interior. TILs from PMs exhibited significantly 
higher amounts of PD-1 and LAG-3 and functional 
cytokines including interferon-γ (IFNγ) by flow cytometry. 
Gene expression profiling further confirmed the presence 
of CD8 and CD4 lymphocytes concentrated at the PM 
interface, along with upregulation of immunoregulatory 
molecules and IFNγ-driven genes in the same region. 
We further discovered a strong alternatively activated 
macrophage signature throughout the entire PMs along 
with a polymorphonuclear myeloid- derived suppressor 
cell signature focused at the PM interface. Expression of 
PD- L1, LAG-3, and colony- stimulating factor 1 receptor 
(CSF1R) at the PM interface was associated with 
significantly worse progression- free survival (PFS), while 
gene sets indicative of productive T cell immune responses 
(CD8 T cells, T cell survival, and major histocompatibility 
complex class 1 expression) were associated with 
significantly improved PFS.

Conclusions Osteosarcoma PMs exhibit immune 
exclusion characterized by the accumulation of TILs at 
the PM interface. These TILs produce effector cytokines, 
suggesting their capability of activation and recognition 
of tumor antigens. Our findings suggest cooperative 
immunosuppressive mechanisms in osteosarcoma PMs 
including immune checkpoint molecule expression and the 
presence of immunosuppressive myeloid cells. We identify 
cellular and molecular signatures that are associated with 
patient outcomes, which could be exploited for successful 
immunotherapy.

BACKGROUND
Osteosarcoma is the most common bone 
malignancy in children and young adults.1 
While patients with localized disease have a 
cure rate approaching 70%, patients who 
develop metastatic disease have a 5- year overall 
survival of less than 25%,1 with most patients 
dying from pulmonary metastases (PMs).2 
Unfortunately, the treatment paradigm for 
osteosarcoma has remained unchanged for 
approximately 30 years.3 Adjuvant chemo-
therapy offers no benefit for patients who 
suffer metastatic relapse,4 and new classes 
of therapeutics are urgently needed for this 
chemotherapy- insensitive disease.

Several pieces of evidence point to an 
important role for the immune system in 
the clearance of osteosarcoma,5 offering 
hope that tumor immunotherapy could be 
successful in osteosarcoma as it has been for 
many types of cancer.6 Furthermore, loss of 
human leukocyte antigen class 1 expression 
on tumor cells correlates with poor overall 
survival in patients with osteosarcoma, 
suggesting that evading immune recogni-
tion confers a survival advantage for tumor 
cells.7 While immune- based therapies have 
been successful in some sarcomas and other 
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pediatric cancers,8 9 these beneficial findings have not 
been generalizable to many sarcomas, including osteosar-
coma specifically.9–12

While immunotherapy has not changed outcomes 
for patients with osteosarcoma, correlative findings 
and preclinical studies show that the tumor microen-
vironment (TME) of osteosarcoma can be altered.13–16 
Rigorous understanding of the mechanisms regulating 
the tumor–immune system interface is a crucial prerequi-
site for rationally designed therapies to alter the TME in a 
way that will allow immunotherapy to be effective in osteo-
sarcoma. The TME of any cancer has different systems to 
prevent recognition and attack by the immune system, 
and instead promote tolerance,17 thus allowing tumor 
progression. Understanding the TME in PMs is crucial, 
and analyses derived from study of these specimens 
have resulted in controversial conclusions. One recent 
paper suggests that vascular dysfunction in metastatic 
osteosarcoma results in lower expression of a number of 
immune markers compared with primary tumors,18 while 
contrasting reports show that metastatic lesions have a 
higher number of tumor- infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), 
higher expression of programmed death ligand 1 (PD- 
L1), and are marked by a number of immunosuppres-
sive mechanisms.19 20 Nevertheless, a deeper and more 
granular understanding of the metastatic TME, partic-
ularly the precise regional distribution and interplay of 
immune cells along with the operative immunoregulatory 
signaling programs, are greatly needed.

We hypothesized that (1) the TME of osteosarcoma 
PMs is significantly different from that of the primary 
bone tumors, and (2) that a comprehensive analysis of 
the metastatic TME would reveal multifactorial determi-
nants of osteosarcoma immune responsiveness. Herein, 
we undertook an orthogonal interrogation approach 
for studying the TME of metastatic osteosarcoma, imple-
menting human tumor samples and freshly isolated 
TILs. Our analysis reveals that, compared with the rela-
tive ‘immune desert’ TME of primary bone tumors, the 
TME of metastatic osteosarcoma represents the ‘immune- 
excluded’ phenotype and suggests the engagement of 
an immunosuppressive host response which could be 
exploited for clinical benefit of patients.

METHODS
Patient selection and tumor samples
This study was conducted in accordance with the ethical 
principles stated in the Belmont Report and the US 
Common Rule. Tumor tissue was collected prospectively 
and recalled from archived tissue blocks from patients 
with osteosarcoma at the Johns Hopkins Hospital 
(Baltimore, Maryland, USA). Demographic and clin-
ical outcomes data were obtained by retrospective chart 
review of the electronic medical record. This study was 
conducted under a Johns Hopkins Institutional Review 
Board approved protocol (FWA00005752) with a waiver 
of consent for archived tissues and patients gave written 

informed consent for prospective tumor collection. All 
samples were obtained in accordance with the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
Sixty- six formalin- fixed paraffin- embedded tissue blocks 
(28 untreated bone, 12 bone post- chemotherapy, 25 lung 
metastases, 1 soft tissue recurrence/metastasis) from 31 
patients with osteosarcoma were cut into 5 µm sections 
and mounted onto glass slides. Each specimen was stained 
for H&E according to standard protocols, and for CD3, 
CD8, Foxp3, CD163, programmed cell death 1 (PD-1), 
and PD- L1 per online supplemental table 1). Additional 
staining for colony- stimulating factor 1 receptor (CSF1R), 
T- cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain- containing 
protein 3 (TIM-3), lymphocyte- activation gene 3 (LAG-3) 
and indoleamine 2,3- dioxygenase (IDO1) was performed 
on osteosarcoma PMs (online supplemental table 11). 
Whole slides were then digitally scanned to a magnification 
of 20x (Scanscope XT), analyzed (Halo imaging analysis 
software; Indica Labs, Corrales, New Mexico, USA) and 
densities scored as cells/mm2 (CD3, CD8, Foxp3, CD163, 
PD-1, LAG-3) or area percentage (PD- L1, CSF1R, TIM-3, 
IDO1). PD- L1 positivity was scored as a percentage of the 
total tissue area, including both tumor and immune cells, 
given the expression of PD- L1 on both cell populations in 
our samples. In PMs, the tumor- normal lung ‘interface’ 
(PM interface) region (when present in the available 
slide) was defined as a 400 µm width region where the 
tumor meets the lung tissue. Slides were reviewed with a 
pathologist (RA and EDT) to demarcate areas of tumor 
versus normal tissue and to confirm our digital image 
analysis.

Laser capture microdissection and RNA extraction
Formalin- fixed paraffin- embedded tissue blocks and 
H&E- stained tissue sections (10 µm, mounted using RNA 
precautions) of 16 PMs were used for the laser capture 
microdissection (Leica LMD 7000 system). For each 
sample, tissues were microdissected from the PM inter-
face region as well as the tumor interior (PM interior) 
region (online supplemental figure S1). For compar-
ison, a single bone tumor and a single soft tissue recur-
rence/metastasis were also dissected in a similar manner. 
RNA was isolated with High Pure Paraffin Kit (Roche) 
following the manufacturer’s instructions.

RNA sequencing and gene expression analysis
Transcriptome sequencing was performed using the 
AmpliSeq (Ion Torrent) RNA next- generation sequencing 
platform. This genomic analysis plugin aligns the raw 
sequence reads to a human reference genome that 
contains 20 802 RefSeq transcripts (hg19 Ampliseq  Tran-
scriptome_ ERCC_ V1. fasta) using the Torrent Mapping 
Alignment Program. Then, the number of reads mapped 
per gene is counted to generate raw counts files and 
normalized reads per gene per million mapped reads 
(RPM) files. On- target reads of greater than 60% were 
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required for a library to pass quality control. Data were 
analyzed by unsupervised principal component analysis. 
Cell- type identification by estimating relative subsets of 
RNA transcripts (CIBERSORT) deconvolution with the 
leukocyte gene signature matrix LM2221 and xCell22 
were used to analyze immune and other cell composition 
of our data. We also used gene set enrichment analysis 
(GSEA, Broad Institute) to analyze whether published 
and validated immune gene sets23–25 were significantly 
enriched in either the PM interface or PM interior region. 
A false discovery rate (FDR) of less than 25% was used as 
a cut- off for a gene set to be significantly enriched, and 
all gene sets discussed have FDR 15% or lower. xCell22 
(UCSF Institute for Computational Health Sciences) is 
a high- resolution gene- signature- based method for cell- 
type enrichment for up to 64 cell types. We used xCell R 
package. xCell was run with the  cell. types. use parameter 
to avoid overcompensation by the spillover correction.

 cell. types. use was set to B cells, T cells, and myeloid cells 
to deconvolute the cellular heterogeneity within the TME 
from RNA sequencing data. For module visualization, 
we used Morpheus (Broad Institute), data were loaded 
as log transformed and normalized by subtracting each 
value from the row mean and divided by the row SD. We 
also specifically used Morpheus to display genes which 
contribute to GSEA leading edge subsets using gene 
expression levels to generate heatmaps. The UCSC Xena 
functional genomics explorer was used for generating 
box plots of myeloid- derived suppressor cell (MDSC) 
genes of interest.26

Tumor processing and multiparameter flow cytometry (MFC)
Twenty- five freshly harvested osteosarcoma tumors (15 
primary bone tumors and 10 PMs) were digested using an 
enzymatic cocktail (0.1% DNase I and Liberase 400 µg/
mL; Roche). Leukocytes were enriched and isolated by 
Percoll density gradient (GE Healthcare). Cells were then 
stored in liquid nitrogen until further analysis. MFC was 
performed with either an LSRII cytometer (BD Biosci-
ences) or an Attune NxT cytometer (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific). TILs were stimulated in the presence of stimulation 
cocktail (phorbol-12- myristate-13- acetate+ionomycin; 
eBioscience) and GolgiStop (Monensin; BD Biosciences) 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples 
were then stained for CD45, CD3, CD4, CD8, PD-1, TIM-3, 
and LAG-3. Intracellular staining for cytokines and tran-
scriptions factors was then performed for Eomesodermin 
(EOMES), Foxp3, T- bet, and IFNγ. Not all samples were 
stained for the entire MFC panel (online supplemental 
table 1).

Statistical analysis
IHC scoring of each histologic area (ie, primary bone 
tumors, PMs, and PM interface) and MFC were summa-
rized and compared using means and scatterplots. Bone 
tumors and PMs were compared using the non- parametric 
Mann- Whitney U test, and PMs were compared with their 
corresponding PM interface region using the Wilcoxon 

matched- pairs signed- rank test. Welch’s t- test was used for 
comparing MDSC specific genes between PM interface 
and PM interior compartments. For clinical outcomes 
following resection of 30 PMs, time to progression was 
collected and defined as the number of months from 
the time of surgery until progression. Gene sets scores 
analyzed in relation to clinical outcomes were calculated 
based on RNA sequencing data using geometric mean. 
IHC and MFC measurement and gene sets scores associ-
ated with progression- free survival (PFS) were explored 
in patients using the univariate Cox proportional hazards 
model. To account for intracorrelations when multiple 
progressions occurred on the same patient, robust 
sandwich- type SE estimators were used.27 All statistical 
tests were two- sided, and statistical significance was set at 
p<0.05. Since this study was hypothesis- generating, we did 
not perform corrections for multiple comparisons.

RESULTS
Higher immune cell infiltration and immune checkpoint 
molecule expression in PM compared with primary bone 
tumors, concentrated at tumor-normal lung interface region
After identifying and annotating areas of viable tumor 
tissue on pathologist review of H&E (online supplemental 
figure S2), we first quantified the immune cell infiltra-
tion of osteosarcoma by IHC and analyzed differences 
between primary bone tumors and PMs. Primary bone 
tumors had low infiltration of T cells (CD3+, CD8+ and 
Foxp3+) with relatively higher infiltration by myeloid cells 
(CD163+). CD163 is a scavenger receptor upregulated 
by alternatively activated macrophages (M2) or tumor- 
associated macrophages (TAM) characteristic of an anti- 
inflammatory TME.28 There was also very low expression 
of PD-1 and PD- L1 in bone tissue (figure 1A&C). There 
was no significant difference for these markers between 
untreated bone biopsies and resection of primary tumors 
following neoadjuvant chemotherapy (online supple-
mental figure S3). In contrast, our quantification demon-
strated significantly higher infiltration by T cells in PMs. 
Furthermore, we identified two distinct compartments 
within the PMs: the immune cell- rich tumor- normal lung 
‘interface’ region (PM interface) and the PM interior 
which was relatively devoid of immune cells (figure 1B). 
Both T cells and myeloid cells clustered at the PM inter-
face, where PD-1 and PD- L1 expressions were predom-
inant (figure 1B&C) (). While PD- L1 was primarily 
expressed by CD163+ myeloid cells at the PM interface, 
it was also expressed on tumor cells in the PM interior 
(figure 1D).

On finding increased immune cells and PD-1/PD- L1 
expression in PMs which was concentrated at the PM 
interface, we expanded our investigation to additional 
targetable immunosuppressive molecules in PMs. Inter-
estingly, we discovered that there was a higher expression 
of the immune checkpoint molecules TIM-3 and LAG-3, 
as well as the IFNγ-driven metabolic checkpoint IDO1 at 
the PM interface (figure 2A). Remarkably, CSF1R, which 
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is the receptor for colony- stimulating factor 1 (a cytokine 
that controls the production, differentiation, and func-
tion of macrophages) was also present in PMs, but it did 
not exhibit the described clustering at the PM interface 
like the remainder of markers (figure 2A & B, online 
supplemental figure S4). In summary, PMs demonstrated 

a higher infiltration of T cells, particularly at the PM inter-
face, accompanied by a higher expression of multiple 
immunoregulatory molecules. In addition, myeloid cells 
were present in both primary bone tumors and PMs, and 
in PMs they also accumulated at the PM interface.

Figure 1 Immunohistochemistry (IHC) demonstrating high concentration of T cells and programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) in 
pulmonary metastases (PM), particularly at tumor- normal lung interface. Myeloid cells present throughout. (A) Primary bone 
tumor showing a low concentration of T cells (CD3+) and programmed death ligand 1 (PD- L1), but a higher concentration of 
CD163+ myeloid cells. (B) H&E with demarcation of tumor- normal lung interface (center green line) and area quantified as the 
‘interface’ (IF, outer green lines). PM demonstrates a higher concentration of immune cells (CD3, CD8, CD163) and PD-1/PD- L1 
at IF between lung tissue and the metastasis. (C) Quantification of infiltrating CD3+, CD8+, Foxp3+, CD163+ immune cells and 
PD-1/PD- L1 in osteosarcoma (B=primary bone tumor, PM=entire pulmonary metastasis, IF=PM interface). Gray box drawn to 
mean, bars showing SD. NS=p>0.05; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ****p<0.0001. (D) IHCs depicting colocalization of CD163 
myeloid marker and PD- L1 at the IF.
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Presence of activated and exhausted T cells in PM compared 
with primary bone tumors
We next questioned the immune responsiveness of T 
cells infiltrating PMs and analyzed them for signs of 

activation and exhaustion via MFC. We investigated 
checkpoint molecules and the corresponding intracel-
lular cytokine expression profile of TILs in osteosarcoma 
specimens to further characterize functional immune 

Figure 2 Immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis reveals high expression of immunoregulatory molecules concentrated at the 
tumor- normal lung interface in pulmonary metastases (PM). (A) H&E with demarcation of tumor- normal lung interface (center 
green line) and area quantified as ‘interface’ (IF, outer green lines). PM demonstrating staining of TIM-3, LAG-3, IDO1, and 
CSF1R at the interface. (B) Quantification of immunoregulatory molecules in PM and particularly at the interface (PM=entire 
pulmonary metastasis, IF=PM interface). Line between points matches a specific IF with the entire PM from the same specimen. 
NS=p>0.05; **p<0.01; ****p<0.0001. CSF1R, colony- stimulating factor 1 receptor; IDO1, indoleamine 2,3- dioxygenase; LAG-3, 
lymphocyte- activation gene 3; TIM-3, T- cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain- containing protein 3.
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properties based on tumor location (bone tumor vs PM). 
Our initial gating strategy is outlined in online supple-
mental figure S5. PMs displayed a significantly higher 
proportion of CD8+lymphocytes compared with primary 
bone tumors, and a small proportion of regulatory T cells 
(CD4+Foxp3+) was seen in both PMs and primary bone 
tumors (figure 3A). CD8+TILs in PMs expressed higher 
percentages of PD-1 compared with bone tumors, and 
these CD8+PD-1+TILs also expressed higher amounts 
of LAG-3 (figure 3B). Furthermore, these PD-1+TILs 
expressed significant amounts of the transcription factors 
T- bet and EOMES which are known to control the prolif-
eration hierarchy of exhausted T cells (figure 3C). Finally, 
CD8+PD-1+TILs from PMs produced higher levels of the 
effector cytokine IFNγ indicating the cytotoxic potential 
of this T cell phenotype present in PM (figure 3D).

Paired transcriptomic analysis supports the presence of 
activated lymphocytes and expression of IFNγ- responsive 
genes at the PM interface region
Given the remarkable regional distribution of immune 
cells in PMs, we speculated that the transcriptomic 
profiling of different identified areas would shed light 
on the mechanisms responsible for the exclusion of T 
cells from the PM interior. To explore these questions, 
we performed laser capture microdissection on osteosar-
coma PMs and separately dissected the immune cell- rich 
PM interface region and the immune- excluded PM inte-
rior region (online supplemental figure S1). After isola-
tion of RNA from the respective regions, we performed 
RNA sequencing studies to determine differentially 
expressed genes predominating in the two distinct 
regions. Twenty- seven libraries (12 from the PM inter-
face regions, 11 from the PM interior regions, and one 
each from bone tumor interior, bone tumor- normal bone 
interface, soft tissue recurrence/metastasis tumor inte-
rior, and one soft tissue metastasis tumor- normal muscle 
interface) passed quality control. Unsupervised prin-
cipal component analysis was able to segregate the global 
transcriptome of the PM interface regions from the PM 
interior regions, and the sparsely infiltrated bone tumors 
tended to cluster with the PM interiors (online supple-
mental figure S6). Overall, fewer genes were consistently 
overexpressed in the PM interior, while a larger number 
of genes were overexpressed at the PM interface (online 
supplemental figure S7). We determined the cell- type 
abundance and expression from bulk tissues via different 
immune deconvolution platforms. CIBERSORT analysis 
comparing canonical immune genes at the PM interior 
to the PM interface regions revealed a predominance of 
CD8 T cells and CD4 memory resting T cells signatures 
at the PM interface (figure 4A). This also fits with our 
IHC observations of multiple immune checkpoint and 
immunoregulatory molecules, including the IFNγ-reg-
ulated molecules PD- L1 and IDO1, which were indic-
ative of increased immune activity at the PM interface. 
In light of these findings, we explored gene sets associ-
ated with immunoregulatory pathways25 and found that 

indeed both stimulatory and inhibitory molecules stood 
elevated at the PM interface region compared with the 
PM interior (figure 4B). We then further expanded our 
analysis to IFNγ-driven genes related to antigen presenta-
tion, chemokine expression, cytotoxic activity, and adap-
tive immune resistance, which have been shown to be 
predictive of response to immune checkpoint blockade.24 
These genes were also significantly upregulated at the PM 
interface region (figure 4C). Next, we sought to confirm 
that these genes were being preferentially expressed in 
T cells, which would further indicate that TILs were acti-
vated but restrained by expression of checkpoint mole-
cules. To address this question, we analyzed our data via 
xCell22 to generate cell- type coefficient scores. These are 
indicative of the specific contribution of each immune 
cell compartment (ie, B cells, T cells, myeloid cells) to the 
expression of specific genes. With this approach, we rati-
fied that the coefficient for genes associated with markers 
of T cell cytotoxicity/activation and immune checkpoint 
molecules were predominantly upregulated at the PM 
interface region by the T cell compartment (figure 4D).

A strong myeloid signature is present throughout the tumor, 
but genes associated with PMN-MDSCs are specifically 
upregulated at the PM interface region
Tumor- infiltrating myeloid cells constitute a hetero-
geneous population of cells that are characterized by 
their diversity and plasticity.29 Many tumor- infiltrating 
myeloid cells originate from circulating monocytes and 
granulocytes, which, in turn, stem from bone marrow–
derived hematopoietic stem cells. How the composi-
tion, molecular state, and spatial interactions of myeloid 
cells within the TME control the repertoire and the 
quality of the tumor- antigen- specific T cell response 
is not well described. Our gene expression profiling of 
tumor infiltrating immune cells via CIBERSORT analysis 
comparing the PM interior to the PM interface region 
revealed an increased proportion of classically activated 
(M1) macrophages at the PM interface region and an 
increased proportion of naïve M0 macrophages in the 
PM interior, although these trends were not statistically 
significant. However, a strong M2 macrophage signature 
was present throughout both compartments (figure 4A). 
This validated our IHC findings that tumor- infiltrating 
myeloid cells, while concentrated at the PM interface, 
are also present throughout the PM interior. As we know 
that M2 macrophages are thought to play a key role in 
the maintenance of an anti- inflammatory niche leading 
to a tumor- permissive environment, we further analyzed 
specific gene sets related to myeloid cells with immune 
regulatory capacity. It is known that the CSF1/CSF1R axis 
is essential for differentiation and survival of immunosup-
pressive myeloid cells, that is, M2 macrophages, and thus 
we surveyed a set of genes associated with CSF1R respon-
siveness.23 Notably, this gene set was also enriched at the 
PM interface, although these gene transcripts were still 
expressed in the PM interior at lower levels (figure 5A).
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Figure 3 Multiparameter flow cytometry (MFC) scatterplots demonstrate that tumor- infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) from 
pulmonary metastases (PM) express higher levels of checkpoint molecules, effector cytokines and transcription factors 
compared with primary bone tumors. (A) Relative proportions of CD4+Foxp3+ (regulatory T cell), CD4+Foxp3-, and CD8+TILs 
isolated from osteosarcoma primary bone tumors (B) and PM. (B) Expression of checkpoint molecules in TILs. Given the 
sequential manner in which TILs may express checkpoint molecules as they become progressively exhausted, TIM-3+ and 
LAG-3+ populations are gated out of PD-1+ positive population. Note: For CD4+Foxp3- PD-1+LAG-3+ cells, p=0.064. (C) 
Expression of the transcription factors T- bet and eomesodermin (EOMES) in PD-1+TILs. Note: For CD4+Foxp3- PD-1+T- bet+ 
cells, p=0.073. (D) Expression of effector cytokine IFNγ in PD-1+TILs. NS=p>0.05; *p<0.05; **p<0.01. IFNγ, interferon-γ; LAG-
3, lymphocyte- activation gene 3; PD-1, programmed cell death 1; TIM-3, T- cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain- containing 
protein 3.
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Based on these results, it became clear that myeloid 
cells are an important component of the osteosarcoma 
TME. Thus, we conducted a more comprehensive exam-
ination of myeloid cells in the osteosarcoma TME, 
including dendritic cells (DCs) and MDSCs. Genes 
associated with functionally different DC lineages were 

more highly expressed at the PM interface (figure 5B). 
Furthermore, we also discovered that transcription 
factors and apoptotic regulators, immune- regulatory 
genes and molecules, and cytokines involved in the 
development of MDSC were also elevated at the PM 
interface (figure 5C).

Figure 4 Activated/exhausted lymphocyte, interferon-γ (IFNγ)- responsive and immune checkpoint molecule signatures 
upregulated at the pulmonary metastasis (PM) interface, but strong myeloid signature throughout the entire tumor. (A) 
Heatmap representing coefficients of analysis via CIBERSORT shows high CD8 T cell (p=0.0371) and CD4 memory resting 
T cell (p=0.002) signatures at the PM interface region. There is a slightly stronger M1 macrophage signature (statistically not 
significant, p=0.547) present at the interface compared with the tumor interior; however, both regions have a much stronger 
M2 macrophage signature overall. See online supplemental table 2 for raw data and full statistics. (B) Heatmap displaying 
significant genes that contribute to leading- edge of core enrichment subset via gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) 
demonstrating higher expression of immune regulatory molecules at the interface compared with the tumor interior. (C) 
Heatmap depicting upregulated IFNγ-responsive genes present at the interface by GSEA. (D) Heatmap illustrating coefficients 
of xCell analysis shows higher expression of markers of cytotoxicity and activation, as well as multiple checkpoint molecules, 
at the PM interface, with evidence that they are being contributed chiefly by T cells. Intensity represents xCell coefficient, 
which corresponds to the amount that a particular region (PM interior or PM interface) or cell population (T cells, B cells, or 
myeloid cells) contributes to the expression of a specific gene. CIBERSORT deconvolution with the leukocyte gene signature 
matrix LM2221 and xCell22 were used to analyze immune and other cell composition of our data. For GSEA (B and C), genes 
displayed contribute to the leading- edge core enrichment subset. Expression levels were converted into heatmaps and colors 
quantitatively correspond to fold changes. FDR, GSEA false discovery rate q value. See online supplemental table 3 for raw 
rank metric scores for all genes included in GSEA and online supplemental table 4 for xCell coefficients. CIBERSORT, Cell- type 
identification by estimating relative subsets of RNA transcripts.
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Interestingly, we noted that several of the genes that are 
crucial for the development, accumulation and mainte-
nance of polymorphonuclear MDSCs (PMN- MDSCs) were 
specifically upregulated at the PM interface, particularly 

CSF3, which plays a pivotal role in growth control of 
granulocytic progenitors (online supplemental figure 
S7). Human PMN- MDSC have a gene expression profile 
that distinguishes them from neutrophils in patients 

Figure 5 Strong expression of myeloid genes throughout pulmonary metastases (PM), with highest expression of genes 
related to dendritic cells (DCs) and myeloid- derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) at the tumor interface. (A) Genes associated 
with colony- stimulating factor 1 receptor (CSF1R) responsiveness plotted as a heatmap are more strongly expressed at the PM 
interface, but are also expressed throughout the PM interior. (B) By gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA), genes associated 
with multiple subclasses of antigen- presenting DCs are significantly upregulated at the PM interface (cDC1, conventional type 
1 dendritic cell; cDC2, conventional type 2 dendritic cell; pDC, plasmacytoid dendritic cell; moDC, monocyte- derived dendritic 
cell). (C) Box- and- whisker plots of canonical genes associated with immunosuppressive monocytic myeloid- derived suppressor 
cells (M- MDSCs) and polymorphonuclear MDSCs (PMN- MDSCs) displaying upregulation at the PM interface. NS=p>0.05; 
*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ****p<0.0001 (red=upregulated in the PM interior; blue=upregulated at the PM interface). Z score 
transformed by subtracting mean from each value and dividing by SD. (D) Heatmap shows heightened expression of cytokines, 
chemokines and endothelin transcripts associated with development, recruitment and maintenance of PMNs and PMN- MDSCs 
at the PM interface compared with the PM interior. For GSEA (A and B), genes displayed contribute to the leading- edge core 
enrichment subset. Expression levels were converted into heatmaps and colors quantitatively correspond to fold changes. 
FDR=GSEA false- discovery rate q- value. See online supplemental table 3 for raw rank metric scores for all genes included in 
analysis.
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with cancer and from healthy donors.30 Thus, our anal-
ysis uncovered that a number of canonical chemokines, 
cytokines and chemoattractant genes associated with 
PMN- MDSCs recruitment were heightened at the PM 
interface, alongside genes that mark DCs and endothelial 
cells (figure 5D). Of note, we did not observe an accu-
mulation of normal- appearing PMN cells by morphology 
on this PM IF area but rather myeloid cells with more 
immature features. Moreover, it was in this specific PM 
interface region where we identified a high presence 
of oxidized low density lipoprotein receptor 1 (OLR1), 
particularly in myeloid cells, which is one of the most 
overexpressed transcripts in and a specific gene marker 
of human PMN- MDSC associated with ER stress and lipid 
metabolism (figure 5D and online supplemental figure 
S8, online supplemental table 4). Indeed, higher expres-
sion of OLR1 has been associated with inferior survival in 
patients with different types of cancer.30

The immune TME at the PM interface is associated with PFS
Given the numerous immunosuppressive pathways 
operant at the PM interface identified by our orthogonal 
interrogations, we then asked how the attributes of the 
immune TME we had discovered might affect clinical 
outcomes for patients with metastatic osteosarcoma. No 
MFC markers were found to be significantly associated 
with PFS in our cohort. However, we found that by IHC, 
a higher expression of the immune checkpoint mole-
cules PD- L1 and LAG-3, as well as CSF1R, at the PM inter-
face were all associated with inferior PFS (figure 6A). In 
contrast, expression of gene sets associated with effective 
immune response, including CD8 T cells, T cell survival, 
and major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class 1 
expression,31 as well as endothelial cells, at the PM inter-
face were associated with improved PFS (figure 6B). 
We also analyzed our IHC markers from primary bone 
tumors and found that the infiltration of CD8 cells and 
the ratio of CD8:CD163 cells were both significantly asso-
ciated with improved PFS from both the diagnostic biopsy 
and from the definitive resection, while PD- L1 was asso-
ciated with significantly inferior PFS from the diagnostic 
biopsy (all p<0.01).

DISCUSSION
Immunotherapy holds great hope for improving outcomes 
in patients with sarcoma. However, current immune- 
oncology approaches are ineffective in osteosarcoma and 
the underlying reasons for this are extraordinarily poorly 
understood. One of the major gaps in our understanding 
is a paucity of information on the metastatic TME, and 
PMs remain the major cause of cancer- related mortality 
in patients with osteosarcoma. For example, Wu et al20 
performed an extensive analysis of publicly available osteo-
sarcoma sequencing data, including samples from the 
International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) and 
Therapeutically Applicable Research to Generate Effec-
tive Treatments (TARGET). While genomic approaches 
are important to amass sufficient data to draw meaningful 
conclusions, a key shortcoming of these publicly available 
datasets is that neither includes any samples from PMs. 
Furthermore, bulk sequencing does not permit an under-
standing of the regional distribution of immunosuppres-
sive pathways which must be overcome for successful 
immune- based therapy. Our analysis represents a thor-
ough interrogation of the osteosarcoma TME, and to our 
knowledge, the most comprehensive evaluation of the 
TME of PMs using multiple orthogonal approaches. Our 
analysis confirms that the TME of PMs is vastly different 
from that of primary bone tumors and suggests several 
possible mechanisms of immune evasion which must be 
overcome to allow for effective immunotherapy.

As demonstrated in other studies,32 33 we confirmed 
that primary bone osteosarcoma tumors were largely 
‘immune deserts’, devoid of meaningful immune infil-
trates which could be harnessed for antitumor effects. 
Indeed, tumor- infiltrating CD163+ myeloid cells were the 

Figure 6 Forest plots demonstrating that markers of the 
immune tumor microenvironment (TME) at the pulmonary 
metastasis (PM) interface correlate with progression- free 
survival (PFS). (A) HRs for immunohistochemistry (IHC) 
markers at the PM interface as they relate to PFS. For 
absolute count biomarkers (CD3, CD8, Foxp3, PD-1, CD163, 
and LAG-3) the unit is per 100 cells, and for percentage 
biomarkers (PD- L1, CSF1R, TIM-3, and IDO1), the unit is 
per 1%. (B) HRs for gene sets at the PM interface as they 
relate to PFS. NS=p>0.05; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; 
****p<0.0001. CSF1R, colony- stimulating factor 1 receptor; 
IDO1, indoleamine 2,3- dioxygenase; IFNγ, interferon-γ; MHC, 
major histocompatibility complex; PD- L1, programmed death 
ligand 1; TIM-3, T- cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain- 
containing protein 3.
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predominant cells observed and may, in fact, contribute 
to tumor immune evasion. Interestingly, these immune 
infiltrates do not seem to be affected by standard neoad-
juvant chemotherapy. Thus, an inciting event, similar to 
a surgical site infection5 34 or promoters of the innate 
immunity,35 may be necessary to attract TILs and initiate 
an inflammatory response in bone tissue. Notably, tumors 
that demonstrate increased CD8 T cell infiltration 
and decreased PD- L1 expression were associated with 
improved PFS, suggesting that even in these relatively 
cold tumors the degree of immune response may influ-
ence the patient’s outcome.

Recent reports have differed on whether osteosarcoma 
PMs are more highly infiltrated by immune cells compared 
with primary tumors,20 or if the opposite is true.18 Our 
data clearly support the former conclusion, and our study 
establishes a remarkable regional distribution of these 
immune cells. Furthermore, we present a comprehensive 
description of the immunosuppressive programs opera-
tive in these different tumor areas, which cause osteosar-
coma PMs to exhibit an ‘immune- excluded’ TME which 
would provide a rationale for immunotherapy interven-
tion. Osteosarcoma PMs were characterized by significant 
numbers of CD8+ lymphocytes which penetrated only into 
the edge of the tumor; indeed, our results highlight the 
importance of interrogating the entire tumor, including 
the periphery, rather than focusing analysis solely on spec-
imens isolated from a core sample. Our MFC experiments 
showed that these TILs express markers of activation and 
exhaustion, supporting that these immune cells are not 
merely bystander lymphocytes but might represent tumor 
antigen- specific T cells. However, this initial infiltration of 
TILs seems to be arrested at the PM interface by a multi-
tude of immune resistance mechanisms, including the 
upregulation of immune checkpoint molecules and the 
presence of suppressive myeloid cells.

It has been shown in other cancer types that the same 
IFNγ which initially drives/promotes T cell activation 
also turns on a negative regulatory feedback loop (adap-
tive immunosuppression) that results in upregulation of 
inhibitory molecules such as PD- L1 and IDO1.36 It has 
been suggested that a subset of osteosarcomas may express 
PD- L1,37 38 and indeed we do observe TAMs and tumor 
cells expressing PD- L1 colocalizing with CD8+ lympho-
cytes at the PM interface almost displaying a ‘shield’ to 
prevent further infiltration into the PM interior. This 
pattern of ‘adaptive immune resistance’ in the face of 
immune response has been well recognized in other 
cancer types.39 Furthermore, the checkpoint molecules 
TIM-3 and LAG-3 have been identified inside osteosar-
comas,38 40 and our analysis revealed that in the PMs these 
checkpoint molecules are expressed on TILs at the PM 
interface. This coexpression of multiple immune check-
points was confirmed by MFC. There are data from clin-
ical trials showing that patients whose tumors have higher 
percentages of CD8+PD-1+ T cells that are negative for 
TIM-3 and LAG-3 may be more likely to respond to PD-1 
inhibition.41 On the contrary, TILs that express multiple 

immune checkpoint molecules represent the ‘terminally 
differentiated’ subset of T cells that cannot be rescued 
with PD-1- directed checkpoint inhibition alone.42 As TILs 
in metastatic osteosarcoma exhibit expression of multiple 
immune checkpoint molecules at the PM interface, it is 
conceivable that single- agent anti- PD-1- directed check-
point inhibition has not been sufficient in clinical trials 
to unleash the desired antitumor- directed effect.9 11 12 
Combination checkpoint inhibition has shown promising 
effects for other cancer types, and combining investiga-
tional agents targeting TIM-3 and LAG-3 with conven-
tional checkpoint inhibitors targeting either PD-1 
and CTLA-4 has already entered early phase clinical 
testing.17 43 44 Thus, in osteosarcoma combinations of anti- 
PD-1 therapy with agents targeting TIM-3 or LAG-3 are 
rational candidates to evaluate.

In addition, we demonstrate that an altered myeloid 
compartment likely contributes to the exclusion and 
suppression of lymphocytes. We discovered that the 
T cell and M1 macrophage signatures present at the 
PM interface of osteosarcoma are dwarfed by the over-
whelming accumulation of immunosuppressive myeloid 
cells throughout the entire tumor. While gene signatures 
of CSF1R were particularly enhanced at the PM inter-
face, we also showed upregulation of pathways related to 
neutrophils, DCs, immature myeloid cells, chemokines/
cytokines, and abnormal vasculature at the PM interface, 
whereas these were mostly absent in the PM interior. It is 
now well established that tumor- infiltrating myeloid cells 
are highly malleable based on the surrounding TME.29 
In the absence of activation signals, persistent stimulation 
by tumor- derived factors incites monocyte and granulo-
cyte progenitors to divert from their intrinsic pathway 
of terminal differentiation into mature macrophages, 
DCs or granulocytes. Instead, differentiation into patho-
logical, alternatively activated immature myeloid cells is 
favored. Under pathologic conditions, immature myeloid 
cells are expanded and converted to immunosuppressive 
MDSCs.45 Morphologically and phenotypically MDSCs 
are similar to neutrophils and monocytes. The salient 
feature of MDSCs is their ability to inhibit T cell func-
tion, and they are associated with advanced stage and 
poor clinical outcomes.45–48 In this context, we were able 
to document the accumulation of immature and patho-
logically activated MDSCs that appear to be associated 
with potent immunosuppressive activity in metastatic 
osteosarcoma. PMN- MDSCs are important in supporting 
an immune- suppressive TME in cancers, as well as metas-
tasis in a number of different cancer types via positive 
cytokine and chemokine feedback loops45–48 and it was 
one of the predominant immunosuppressive cell popula-
tions identified in the examination of our samples. Each 
of these aspects may contribute to TILs being detained 
at the PM interface region and correspond to mecha-
nisms that can be clinically influenced. Thus, reversing 
this myeloid imbalance by combining myeloid and T 
cell- centric therapies may enhance antitumor immunity 
and may be necessary for effective immunotherapy in 
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osteosarcoma. An interest of our group is to target the 
tumor metabolism as a means of augmenting responses 
to immunotherapy. In this setting, glutamine antagonism 
has been shown to increase T cell activation,49 reprogram 
TAMs into inflammatory macrophages with tumoricidal 
capacity, and inhibit MDSCs via reduction of CSF-3 from 
both tumors and TAMs,50 which in turn render the tumor 
more susceptible to killing by immunotherapy.

Importantly, despite the relatively small number of 
samples, we were able to identify an association between 
the respective tissue- based IHC and transcriptomic 
immune signatures and PFS of patients, supporting the 
notions of immune recognition and immune escape in 
osteosarcoma PMs. That the immune infiltrate at the PM 
interface region alone correlates with PFS substantiates 
that the immunosuppressive features present in that 
region should be targeted in prospective immune- based 
therapy trials. One limitation is the retrospective nature 
of our study, and thus any contribution of the immune 
biomarkers to patient outcomes must be confirmed by 
prospective studies.

In summary, we demonstrate that the TME of metastatic 
osteosarcoma is highly immunosuppressive, and while 
TILs which display markers of activation are present, they 
are unable to invade beyond the tumor periphery due 
to a barrier created by a combination of TAMs, MDSCs, 
and upregulation of multiple checkpoint molecules. We 
propose a number of rational targets based on these find-
ings for further testing, although the examples illustrated 
here are by no means exhaustive. We believe that in order 
for osteosarcoma immunotherapy to be effective, we 
will need to combine T cell manipulation therapies with 
agents that act on myeloid cell plasticity over simple deple-
tion and in that way promote the penetration of TILs into 
the PM interior to perform their cytotoxic effects. It is our 
hope that our data will directly inform the design of the 
next generation of clinical trials of immunotherapies for 
osteosarcoma by providing justification for rational and 
feasible combinations of agents.
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Supplemental table 1: IHC and MFC antibodies
IHC

Antibody Clone
Primary Antibody 
Concentration (ug/mL)

Primary Antibody 
incubation (min) Antigen Retrieval Detection Method Amplification Antibody Supplier Reference

CD3 LN10 12.4 30 Citrate buffer ph6 20min at 100C Automated Bond Polymer Refine Kit Leica Biosystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL
CD8 4B11 19.2 15 EDTA buffer ph9 20min at 100C Automated Bond Polymer Refine Kit Leica Biosystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL
Foxp3 236A/E7 10 60 EDTA buffer ph9 40min at 100C Automated Bond Polymer Refine Kit Abcam plc., Cambridge, MA PMID: 30902819
CD163 EDHu-1 2.5 30 Citrate buffer ph6 20min at 100C Automated Bond Polymer Refine Kit Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA
PD-1 NAT105 1 Overnight at 4C Citrate buffer ph6 10min at 120C Manual TSA amplification Abcam plc., Cambridge, MA PMID: 28344809
PD-L1 SP263* 1.6 Overnight at 4C Citrate buffer ph6 10min at 120C Manual TSA amplification Ventana, Tucson, AZ PMID: 28428193
CSF1R FER216 1 60 EDTA buffer ph9 20min at 100C Automated Bond Polymer Refine Kit Millipore Sigma, St. Louis, MO
TIM-3 F-38-2E2 5 Overnight at 4C Citrate buffer ph6 10min at 120C Manual TSA amplification eBioscience Inc., San Diego, CA PMID: 29296775
LAG-3 17B4 0.1 Overnight at 4C Citrate buffer ph6 10min at 120C Manual TSA amplification LifeSan BioSciences Inc., Seattle WA PMID: 28334399
IDO1 SP260 1.19 15 EDTA buffer ph9 20min at 100C Automated Bond Polymer Refine Kit Abcam plc., Cambridge, MA PMID: 30902819

MFC
Antibody Clone Antibody supplier
CD45 2D1
CD3 SK7
CD4 RPA-T4
CD8 SK1
PD-1 EH12.1
TIM-3 344823
LAG-3 polyclonal goat IgG
EOMES 644730
Foxp3 PCH101
T-bet O4-46
IFNγ B27

eBioscience Inc., San Diego, CA
BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA
BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA

*The FDA-approved SP142 clone reesulted in significant background overstaining in our samples

BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA
BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA
BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA
BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA
BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA
Bio-Techne, Minneapolis, MN
Bio-Techne, Minneapolis, MN
Bio-Techne, Minneapolis, MN
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Supplemental table 2: CIBERSORT coefficients (Figure 4A)
Input Sample B cells naive B cells memory Plasma cells T cells CD8 T cells CD4 naive T cells CD4 memory resting T cells CD4 memory activated T cells follicular helper T cells regulatory (Tregs) T cells gamma delta NK cells resting

ST 14-3T 0 0.003577166 0 0.021029719 0.031481123 0.016972113 0 0 0 0 0
ST 14-3I 0.005363574 0 0.005940428 0 0 0.196812354 0 0.017754886 0 0 0
BR 14-3-2T 0 0.007982782 0.0006 0.007126544 0 0.02070292 0 0.071809692 0 0 0
BR 14-3-2I 0 0 0.002859597 0.027981747 0 0.257725384 0 0 0 0 0.045184759
5-2T 0.0001 0 0.0001 0 0 0.178638544 0 0.043128902 0.001269875 0 0.016114967
5-3-2T 0.005901665 0 0.003504332 0.08545826 0 0.090837356 0.079526602 0 0 0 0.035312099
10-1T 0.005340898 0 0.004576074 0.02822018 0.020936977 0 0 0.0096857 0.002356283 0 0.028541351
14-2T 0.001761419 0 0.018313671 0 0.046618182 0 0 0.02128308 0.002051984 0 0
16-1T 0 0.003751988 0.035892931 0.011398145 0.057231728 0.049216896 0 0 0 0 0
20-1T 0 0 0.016067434 0 0.01474106 0.07185664 0 0 0.001252092 0 0.013311377
20-2T 0 0.0006 0.002544582 0.039869335 0 0.172085651 0 0 0 0 0.016111424
25-2T 0.022557612 0 0.008868973 0 0 0.138827301 0 0.0009 0.001123494 0 0.026838281
28-1T 0.002267347 0 0.0171996 0 0.077478022 0.081501565 0 0 0 0 0
28-2T 0.131862769 0 0 0.053173548 0 0.137145902 0 0.070374348 0.038271072 0 0.02224489
28-3T 0.093794751 0 0.043957205 0.198814752 0 0.089820239 0 0.04073317 0.004382115 0 0
28-4T 0.025815503 0 0.003372246 0.240124188 0 0.095976016 0.02616075 0.031166448 0.008643147 0 0
5-2I 0.047415269 0 0.003109839 0.067214788 0 0.248781295 0 0.017827389 0 0 0.031976053
5-3-2I 0.012408011 0 0.005258588 0.080232207 0 0.201439261 0 0 0 0 0.021148581
6I 0.004927742 0 0.002996132 0.127768705 0 0.298149266 0.006780969 0.001741159 0 0 0.016760812
10-1I 0 0 0.00127952 0.061834039 0 0.104386919 0 0.015047021 0 0 0.009795794
14-2I 0.00658972 0 0.005192384 0.006375182 0.094488734 0.292753111 0 0 0 0 0.007767626
16-1I 0.018263765 0 0.012262409 0.167394264 0.045566172 0.217849281 0 0 0 0 0
20-2I 0 0 0.005936739 0.01864772 0 0.29112612 0 0 0 0 0.014029023
25-2I 0 0.029582318 0.012287216 0.036365311 0 0.334033621 0 0.055838745 0 0 0.100526213
27-3I 0 0 0.037091101 0.057633139 0 0.334741898 0.008451409 0 0 0 0.060769864
28-2I 0 0 0.012685395 0.050490445 0 0.151003873 0 0.034439134 0 0 0.01417587
28-3I 0.018819379 0 0.027688629 0.235868256 0 0.200255362 0 0.044104449 0 0 0
28-4I 0.001309384 0 0.010082163 0.295057954 0 0.1824485 0.015616678 0.006809725 0 0 0
T (interior) mean) 0.02411683 0.000362666 0.012866421 0.054754867 0.018083831 0.092158842 0.008807279 0.018105971 0.004945839 0 0.013206199
T (interior) SD 0.043120003 0.001081207 0.014311841 0.081940214 0.027274574 0.058346046 0.023506377 0.023465386 0.010784043 0 0.013074264
I (Interface) mean 0.009144439 0.002465193 0.01132251 0.100406834 0.011671242 0.238080709 0.002570755 0.014650635 0 0 0.023079153
I (Interface) SD 0.013999587 0.00853968 0.010779081 0.089656155 0.029185585 0.073737852 0.005063085 0.01969578 0 0 0.029712938
p-value 0.4258 0.002 0.8457 0.0371 >.9999 0.002 0.5 0.5781 0.0156 NA >.9999

** * ** *

Input Sample NK cells activated Monocytes Macrophages M0 Macrophages M1 Macrophages M2 Dendritic cells resting Dendritic cells activated Mast cells resting Mast cells activated Eosinophils Neutrophils
ST 14-3T 0.008011086 0 0.24872296 0.00254181 0.568381036 0 0 0 0.099282988 0 0
ST 14-3I 0.068823002 0.045460612 0.142321584 0 0.341583649 0 0 0 0.164477562 0.01146235 0
BR 14-3-2T 0.013312305 0 0.495500463 0.020708221 0.337617784 0 0 0.024653909 0 0 0
BR 14-3-2I 0 0.011901708 0.268502466 0.014250165 0.324127314 0.00114442 0 0.04632244 0 0 0
5-2T 0.032294247 0.048287083 0.308862667 0 0.293533134 0 0 0 0.064649616 0.013032896 0
5-3-2T 0.009465274 0.021505972 0.364723763 0.019411154 0.241615958 0 0 0.042737565 0 0 0
10-1T 0 0.006101776 0.25147557 0 0.61146221 0.008558773 0 0.014351572 0.008392634 0 0
14-2T 0.0233954 0 0.248879891 0 0.567968982 0 0 0 0.069727391 0 0
16-1T 0.065420761 0 0.524022141 0.021662182 0.071763202 0.06689398 0 0.065560006 0.014570751 0 0.012615289
20-1T 0 0.002003078 0.640847264 0 0.173319245 0 0 0.066601811 0 0 0
20-2T 0.001163041 0.061104821 0.209729834 0.007944395 0.396195029 0 0.023657181 0.06900646 0 0 0
25-2T 0.011153836 0 0.397985851 0 0.352990601 0 0.01363089 0.025156088 0 0 0
28-1T 0.054914831 0 0.423441549 0 0.256221211 0 0 0.086975876 0 0 0
28-2T 0 0.049761936 0.138919458 0 0.235420258 0 0.016544333 0 0.106281486 0 0
28-3T 0.026095865 0.037700132 0.098700082 0.040297268 0.228172266 0 0 0.003345993 0.09418616 0 0
28-4T 0.058382041 0.006006055 0.160199336 0.039058736 0.257933358 0 0 0.04301768 0 0 0.004144496
5-2I 0.009924244 0.049164328 0.196226764 0.019814689 0.245732664 0 0.017438356 0.045374323 0 0 0
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5-3-2I 0.04630304 0.082919126 0.165963502 0.012313868 0.314997146 0.003302153 0 0.048298925 0 0 0.005415592
6I 0.017855139 0.052461605 0.046863819 0.050115282 0.321826813 0.006250478 0 0.045502079 0 0 0
10-1I 0.023697696 0.006483832 0.388002447 0.024490799 0.32732656 0 0 0.037634878 0 0 0
14-2I 0.027714909 0 0.144423664 0.002060648 0.350444004 0 0 0.060838437 0 0 0.001351581
16-1I 0.101892535 0.14026787 0 0.011877465 0.243711195 0.004977738 0.017626091 0.009979228 0 0.008331988 0
20-2I 0.00221922 0 0.328892716 0.017396053 0.227073756 0 0.02482189 0.069856763 0 0 0
25-2I 0 0.108686526 0.021538167 0.039460131 0.150213543 0 0 0.110878785 0 0 0.0006
27-3I 0 0.051132888 0.05606095 0.009603065 0.300665933 0 0.008471156 0.037918886 0.037459711 0 0
28-2I 0 0.370409379 0 0 0.020550563 0 0.048330638 0 0.279965037 0 0.017949665
28-3I 0.059866515 0.042606053 0.024552057 0.097765986 0.199948602 0 0 0 0.048524714 0 0
28-4I 0.031758216 0.082982159 0.016494343 0.135347542 0.179316024 0 0 0.042777312 0 0 0
T (interior) mean) 0.023523775 0.019372571 0.313982284 0.010697811 0.307216288 0.006287729 0.004486034 0.034729421 0.029817336 0.001086075 0.001396649
T (interior) SD 0.024402256 0.023353523 0.162998297 0.015624262 0.155171222 0.019243962 0.008408245 0.031786261 0.041365477 0.003762273 0.003728451
I (Interface) mean 0.026769293 0.082259481 0.115751536 0.035020461 0.240150567 0.001210864 0.009724011 0.042421635 0.030495789 0.000694332 0.002109737
I (Interface) SD 0.030557579 0.100405695 0.131950449 0.041465003 0.094168194 0.002279479 0.015087129 0.030933963 0.080327954 0.002405238 0.005224888
p-value 0.3008 0.0273 0.0645 0.0547 0.0645 0.5 0.1875 0.2031 0.4375 >0.9999 0.6875

*
p-value calculated using paired nonparametric Wilcoxon test, comparing interior (T) to interface (I). Samples without matched interior and interface for comparison were ignored for the purpose of analysis (n=10 paired samples). *p<0.05, **p<0.01.
Soft tissue (ST) and bone recurrence (BR) samples included for descriptive comparison only.
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Supplemental table 3: GSEA (Figure 4B&C, Figure 5A&B)
Figure 4B: Immunoregulatory molecules, stimulatory
NAME PROBE DESCRIPTION<br>(from dataset) GENE SYMBOL GENE_TITLE RANK IN GENE LIST RANK METRIC SCORE RUNNING ES CORE ENRICHMENT
row_0 SELP selectin P [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10721] SELP selectin P [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10721] 158 1.041440248 0.08885493 Yes
row_1 CD40LG CD40 ligand [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11935] CD40LG CD40 ligand [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11935] 404 0.75878495 0.14717077 Yes
row_2 ICOS inducible T cell costimulator [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5351] ICOS inducible T cell costimulator [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5351] 604 0.649174452 0.1975872 Yes
row_3 PRF1 perforin 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9360] PRF1 perforin 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9360] 660 0.625475645 0.2529252 Yes
row_4 CX3CL1 C-X3-C motif chemokine ligand 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10647] CX3CL1 C-X3-C motif chemokine ligand 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10647] 733 0.599943995 0.30505255 Yes
row_5 CXCL9 C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 9 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7098] CXCL9 C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 9 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7098] 739 0.598658085 0.36037394 Yes
row_6 IL1A interleukin 1 alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5991] IL1A interleukin 1 alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5991] 750 0.593991816 0.41501492 Yes
row_7 ENTPD1 ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3363] ENTPD1 ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3363] 1174 0.482021391 0.43883827 Yes
row_8 TNFRSF14 TNF receptor superfamily member 14 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11912] TNFRSF14 TNF receptor superfamily member 14 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11912] 1310 0.455552906 0.4744474 Yes
row_9 CCL5 C-C motif chemokine ligand 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10632] CCL5 C-C motif chemokine ligand 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10632] 1598 0.411140084 0.49841708 Yes

row_10 CD80 CD80 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1700] CD80 CD80 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1700] 1846 0.380512863 0.52152205 Yes
row_11 ICAM1 intercellular adhesion molecule 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5344] ICAM1 intercellular adhesion molecule 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5344] 1903 0.374123812 0.55347955 Yes
row_12 IL1B interleukin 1 beta [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5992] IL1B interleukin 1 beta [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5992] 1940 0.370093644 0.58605206 Yes
row_13 CD27 CD27 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11922] CD27 CD27 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11922] 2248 0.337506056 0.6021978 Yes
row_14 IL2 interleukin 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6001] IL2 interleukin 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6001] 2602 0.306911737 0.6132289 Yes
row_15 GZMA granzyme A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4708] GZMA granzyme A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4708] 2727 0.298296958 0.63478523 Yes
row_16 CD40 CD40 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11919] CD40 CD40 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11919] 3180 0.267568529 0.6372685 Yes
row_17 BTN3A2 butyrophilin subfamily 3 member A2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1139] BTN3A2 butyrophilin subfamily 3 member A2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1139] 3239 0.264137 0.6589179 Yes
row_18 IL2RA interleukin 2 receptor subunit alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6008] IL2RA interleukin 2 receptor subunit alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6008] 3952 0.220106766 0.64413774 No
row_19 CXCL10 C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 10 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10637] CXCL10 C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 10 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10637] 4691 0.188260242 0.6251157 No
row_20 HMGB1 high mobility group box 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4983] HMGB1 high mobility group box 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4983] 5662 0.143668994 0.5904814 No
row_21 TNFSF4 TNF superfamily member 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11934] TNFSF4 TNF superfamily member 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11934] 6135 0.127080873 0.57893527 No
row_22 TLR4 toll like receptor 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11850] TLR4 toll like receptor 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11850] 6515 0.11139065 0.5705319 No
row_23 IFNG interferon gamma [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5438] IFNG interferon gamma [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5438] 6559 0.109801538 0.57859737 No
row_24 TNFRSF4 TNF receptor superfamily member 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11918] TNFRSF4 TNF receptor superfamily member 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11918] 6831 0.100655936 0.5745385 No
row_25 CD28 CD28 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1653] CD28 CD28 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1653] 7804 0.068711452 0.53284764 No
row_26 BTN3A1 butyrophilin subfamily 3 member A1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1138] BTN3A1 butyrophilin subfamily 3 member A1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1138] 8583 0.046999086 0.49873534 No
row_27 ITGB2 integrin subunit beta 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6155] ITGB2 integrin subunit beta 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6155] 9467 0.025260989 0.45741266 No
row_28 TNFRSF9 TNF receptor superfamily member 9 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11924] TNFRSF9 TNF receptor superfamily member 9 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11924] 9857 0.016657563 0.4397214 No
row_29 ICOSLG inducible T cell costimulator ligand [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17087] ICOSLG inducible T cell costimulator ligand [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17087] 13077 -0.044954892 0.28470328 No
row_30 IFNA1 interferon alpha 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5417] IFNA1 interferon alpha 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5417] 14994 -0.092214093 0.1985098 No
row_31 TNFRSF18 TNF receptor superfamily member 18 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11914] TNFRSF18 TNF receptor superfamily member 18 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11914] 16789 -0.152721271 0.12396605 No
row_32 TNFSF9 TNF superfamily member 9 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11939] TNFSF9 TNF superfamily member 9 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11939] 18195 -0.223602712 0.075239085 No
row_33 IFNA2 interferon alpha 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5423] IFNA2 interferon alpha 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5423] 19007 -0.285883874 0.06166859 No

Figure 4B: Immunoregulatory molecules, inhibitory
NAME PROBE DESCRIPTION<br>(from dataset) GENE SYMBOL GENE_TITLE RANK IN GENE LIST RANK METRIC SCORE RUNNING ES CORE ENRICHMENT
row_0 BTLA B and T lymphocyte associated [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:21087] BTLA B and T lymphocyte associated [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:21087] 409 0.754250228 0.08161617 Yes
row_1 KIR2DL3 killer cell immunoglobulin like receptor, two Ig domains and long cytoplasmic tail 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6331] KIR2DL3 killer cell immunoglobulin like receptor, two Ig domains and long cytoplasmic tail 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6331] 620 0.640599251 0.15772383 Yes
row_2 IDO1 indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6059] IDO1 indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6059] 675 0.620913684 0.23888394 Yes
row_3 EDNRB endothelin receptor type B [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3180] EDNRB endothelin receptor type B [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3180] 742 0.596684694 0.3161798 Yes
row_4 CTLA4 cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated protein 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2505] CTLA4 cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated protein 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2505] 764 0.590109169 0.39481205 Yes
row_5 KIR2DL1 killer cell immunoglobulin like receptor, two Ig domains and long cytoplasmic tail 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6329] KIR2DL1 killer cell immunoglobulin like receptor, two Ig domains and long cytoplasmic tail 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6329] 1380 0.442918509 0.42421418 Yes
row_6 IL10 interleukin 10 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5962] IL10 interleukin 10 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5962] 1475 0.42860207 0.4774335 Yes
row_7 PDCD1 programmed cell death 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:8760] PDCD1 programmed cell death 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:8760] 2045 0.359036148 0.4977843 Yes
row_8 CD274 CD274 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17635] CD274 CD274 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17635] 2056 0.357981741 0.54562086 Yes
row_9 TIGIT T cell immunoreceptor with Ig and ITIM domains [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:26838] TIGIT T cell immunoreceptor with Ig and ITIM domains [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:26838] 2149 0.347541839 0.5879952 Yes

row_10 ADORA2A adenosine A2a receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:263] ADORA2A adenosine A2a receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:263] 2289 0.334045768 0.6262244 Yes
row_11 LAG3 lymphocyte activating 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6476] LAG3 lymphocyte activating 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6476] 3741 0.231541127 0.5857701 No
row_12 HAVCR2 hepatitis A virus cellular receptor 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:18437] HAVCR2 hepatitis A virus cellular receptor 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:18437] 5839 0.137729719 0.5007222 No
row_13 SLAMF7 SLAM family member 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:21394] SLAMF7 SLAM family member 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:21394] 10442 0.003868475 0.27379432 No
row_14 VEGFB vascular endothelial growth factor B [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:12681] VEGFB vascular endothelial growth factor B [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:12681] 12336 -0.028632689 0.18409997 No
row_15 CD276 CD276 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:19137] CD276 CD276 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:19137] 14612 -0.081334628 0.08264082 No
row_16 TGFB1 transforming growth factor beta 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11766] TGFB1 transforming growth factor beta 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11766] 15015 -0.092753075 0.0752948 No
row_17 IL13 interleukin 13 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5973] IL13 interleukin 13 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5973] 17989 -0.210105643 -0.043277193 No
row_18 IL4 interleukin 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6014] IL4 interleukin 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6014] 18119 -0.217833698 -0.02024338 No
row_19 VEGFA vascular endothelial growth factor A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:12680] VEGFA vascular endothelial growth factor A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:12680] 18726 -0.2597408 -0.01512707 No
row_20 ARG1 arginase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:663] ARG1 arginase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:663] 18729 -0.260334998 0.01992168 No
row_21 VTCN1 V-set domain containing T cell activation inhibitor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:28873] VTCN1 V-set domain containing T cell activation inhibitor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:28873] 19864 -0.410349846 0.019275604 No

Figure 4C: IFN-γ-responsive genes
NAME PROBE DESCRIPTION<br>(from dataset) GENE SYMBOL GENE_TITLE RANK IN GENE LIST RANK METRIC SCORE RUNNING ES CORE ENRICHMENT
row_0 CD2 CD2 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1639] CD2 CD2 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1639] 338 0.81752032 0.11184395 Yes
row_1 IDO1 indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6059] IDO1 indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6059] 675 0.620913684 0.1928725 Yes
row_2 CD3D CD3d molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1673] CD3D CD3d molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1673] 1049 0.509594262 0.25456896 Yes
row_3 CD3E CD3e molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1674] CD3E CD3e molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1674] 1156 0.485649347 0.32569402 Yes
row_4 IL2RG interleukin 2 receptor subunit gamma [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6010] IL2RG interleukin 2 receptor subunit gamma [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6010] 1202 0.477844357 0.39860612 Yes
row_5 CCL5 C-C motif chemokine ligand 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10632] CCL5 C-C motif chemokine ligand 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10632] 1598 0.411140084 0.44373465 Yes
row_6 GZMK granzyme K [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4711] GZMK granzyme K [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4711] 1721 0.396147728 0.49999592 Yes
row_7 CXCR6 C-X-C motif chemokine receptor 6 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16647] CXCR6 C-X-C motif chemokine receptor 6 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16647] 1921 0.372139543 0.54867727 Yes
row_8 NKG7 natural killer cell granule protein 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7830] NKG7 natural killer cell granule protein 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7830] 1972 0.3669357 0.6039031 Yes
row_9 GZMB granzyme B [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4709] GZMB granzyme B [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4709] 2541 0.311110198 0.62475437 Yes

row_10 TAGAP T cell activation RhoGTPase activating protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15669] TAGAP T cell activation RhoGTPase activating protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15669] 2633 0.304097295 0.6680736 Yes
row_11 CIITA class II major histocompatibility complex transactivator [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7067] CIITA class II major histocompatibility complex transactivator [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7067] 2937 0.28276509 0.6975627 Yes
row_12 LAG3 lymphocyte activating 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6476] LAG3 lymphocyte activating 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6476] 3741 0.231541127 0.69429016 Yes
row_13 HLA-E major histocompatibility complex, class I, E [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4962] HLA-E major histocompatibility complex, class I, E [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4962] 4689 0.188324198 0.6771066 Yes
row_14 CXCL10 C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 10 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10637] CXCL10 C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 10 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10637] 4691 0.188260242 0.706659 Yes
row_15 HLA-DRA major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4947] HLA-DRA major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4947] 4879 0.180236191 0.7257587 Yes
row_16 CXCL13 C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 13 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10639] CXCL13 C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 13 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10639] 6437 0.114768982 0.66686654 No
row_17 STAT1 signal transducer and activator of transcription 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11362] STAT1 signal transducer and activator of transcription 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11362] 6825 0.100759901 0.66358656 No

Figure 5A: CSF1R response
NAME PROBE DESCRIPTION<br>(from dataset) GENE SYMBOL GENE_TITLE RANK IN GENE LIST RANK METRIC SCORE RUNNING ES CORE ENRICHMENT
row_0 FGR FGR proto-oncogene, Src family tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3697] FGR FGR proto-oncogene, Src family tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3697] 269 0.875330389 0.019228237 Yes
row_1 PTPRC protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor type C [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9666] PTPRC protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor type C [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9666] 301 0.847390532 0.049227457 Yes
row_2 IL7R interleukin 7 receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6024] IL7R interleukin 7 receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6024] 424 0.74314326 0.07083096 Yes
row_3 CD52 CD52 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1804] CD52 CD52 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1804] 442 0.731454551 0.09721011 Yes
row_4 RASSF2 Ras association domain family member 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9883] RASSF2 Ras association domain family member 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9883] 566 0.660181224 0.11567637 Yes
row_5 IKZF1 IKAROS family zinc finger 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:13176] IKZF1 IKAROS family zinc finger 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:13176] 695 0.613123596 0.13214314 Yes
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row_6 BTK Bruton tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1133] BTK Bruton tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1133] 713 0.607016444 0.15389104 Yes
row_7 SP140 SP140 nuclear body protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17133] SP140 SP140 nuclear body protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17133] 729 0.600710273 0.17550348 Yes
row_8 SELL selectin L [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10720] SELL selectin L [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10720] 869 0.555233777 0.18926987 Yes
row_9 ARHGAP15 Rho GTPase activating protein 15 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:21030] ARHGAP15 Rho GTPase activating protein 15 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:21030] 1007 0.52025342 0.20183364 Yes

row_10 GIMAP4 GTPase, IMAP family member 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:21872] GIMAP4 GTPase, IMAP family member 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:21872] 1047 0.510560989 0.21889997 Yes
row_11 APOC1 apolipoprotein C1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:607] APOC1 apolipoprotein C1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:607] 1048 0.509734154 0.2378709 Yes
row_12 CD8A CD8a molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1706] CD8A CD8a molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1706] 1102 0.495453745 0.25368023 Yes
row_13 NCF2 neutrophil cytosolic factor 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7661] NCF2 neutrophil cytosolic factor 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7661] 1115 0.491931021 0.27139306 Yes
row_14 IL18 interleukin 18 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5986] IL18 interleukin 18 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5986] 1144 0.488047868 0.2881674 Yes
row_15 CD48 CD48 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1683] CD48 CD48 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1683] 1181 0.480812877 0.30427545 Yes
row_16 DAPK1 death associated protein kinase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2674] DAPK1 death associated protein kinase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2674] 1293 0.458508402 0.31583148 Yes
row_17 VSIG4 V-set and immunoglobulin domain containing 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17032] VSIG4 V-set and immunoglobulin domain containing 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17032] 1314 0.454135001 0.33174068 Yes
row_18 CCRL2 C-C motif chemokine receptor like 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1612] CCRL2 C-C motif chemokine receptor like 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1612] 1326 0.451222688 0.3479881 Yes
row_19 CASP1 caspase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1499] CASP1 caspase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1499] 1330 0.450417072 0.36460254 Yes
row_20 FCGR1A Fc fragment of IgG receptor Ia [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3613] FCGR1A Fc fragment of IgG receptor Ia [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3613] 1394 0.440219611 0.37785992 Yes
row_21 FMNL1 formin like 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1212] FMNL1 formin like 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1212] 1480 0.42786032 0.3895656 Yes
row_22 CCL2 C-C motif chemokine ligand 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10618] CCL2 C-C motif chemokine ligand 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10618] 1570 0.415491492 0.4006124 Yes
row_23 LYZ lysozyme [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6740] LYZ lysozyme [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6740] 1575 0.41439113 0.41583645 Yes
row_24 FGL2 fibrinogen like 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3696] FGL2 fibrinogen like 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3696] 1596 0.411305994 0.43015164 Yes
row_25 CCL5 C-C motif chemokine ligand 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10632] CCL5 C-C motif chemokine ligand 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10632] 1598 0.411140084 0.44540355 Yes
row_26 PIK3CG phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase catalytic subunit gamma [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:8978] PIK3CG phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase catalytic subunit gamma [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:8978] 1636 0.405798346 0.45867014 Yes
row_27 MNDA myeloid cell nuclear differentiation antigen [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7183] MNDA myeloid cell nuclear differentiation antigen [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7183] 1671 0.401566684 0.47192812 Yes
row_28 CORO1A coronin 1A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2252] CORO1A coronin 1A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2252] 1772 0.390341014 0.48149303 Yes
row_29 PLEK pleckstrin [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9070] PLEK pleckstrin [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9070] 1814 0.384677082 0.49377504 Yes
row_30 MYO1F myosin IF [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7600] MYO1F myosin IF [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7600] 1902 0.374146193 0.5033823 Yes
row_31 ALOX5AP arachidonate 5-lipoxygenase activating protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:436] ALOX5AP arachidonate 5-lipoxygenase activating protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:436] 2126 0.35051465 0.50536114 Yes
row_32 SLC7A7 solute carrier family 7 member 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11065] SLC7A7 solute carrier family 7 member 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11065] 2141 0.349071473 0.5176579 Yes
row_33 TNFRSF1B TNF receptor superfamily member 1B [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11917] TNFRSF1B TNF receptor superfamily member 1B [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11917] 2162 0.346082985 0.52954566 Yes
row_34 SAMSN1 SAM domain, SH3 domain and nuclear localization signals 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10528] SAMSN1 SAM domain, SH3 domain and nuclear localization signals 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10528] 2213 0.340843081 0.5397496 Yes
row_35 IFI30 IFI30 lysosomal thiol reductase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5398] IFI30 IFI30 lysosomal thiol reductase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5398] 2338 0.328899652 0.54583687 Yes
row_36 HLA-DMA major histocompatibility complex, class II, DM alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4934] HLA-DMA major histocompatibility complex, class II, DM alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4934] 2472 0.316638052 0.5510211 Yes
row_37 FNBP1 formin binding protein 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17069] FNBP1 formin binding protein 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17069] 2545 0.310823768 0.5590161 Yes
row_38 TNFSF13B TNF superfamily member 13b [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11929] TNFSF13B TNF superfamily member 13b [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11929] 2707 0.299512476 0.5621735 Yes
row_39 ARRB2 arrestin beta 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:712] ARRB2 arrestin beta 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:712] 3050 0.275575846 0.55545783 Yes
row_40 FCGR3A Fc fragment of IgG receptor IIIa [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3619] FCGR3A Fc fragment of IgG receptor IIIa [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3619] 3157 0.268719673 0.56019855 Yes
row_41 LILRB4 leukocyte immunoglobulin like receptor B4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6608] LILRB4 leukocyte immunoglobulin like receptor B4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6608] 3455 0.249318048 0.55473876 Yes
row_42 PLCG2 phospholipase C gamma 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9066] PLCG2 phospholipase C gamma 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9066] 3471 0.248286515 0.563235 Yes
row_43 CD163 CD163 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1631] CD163 CD163 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1631] 3553 0.242476955 0.5682396 Yes
row_44 SAMHD1 SAM and HD domain containing deoxynucleoside triphosphate triphosphohydrolase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15925] SAMHD1 SAM and HD domain containing deoxynucleoside triphosphate triphosphohydrolase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15925] 3642 0.237184614 0.5727 Yes
row_45 CYBB cytochrome b-245 beta chain [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2578] CYBB cytochrome b-245 beta chain [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2578] 3660 0.236399323 0.5806545 Yes
row_46 LCP1 lymphocyte cytosolic protein 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6528] LCP1 lymphocyte cytosolic protein 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6528] 3702 0.234047025 0.58733046 Yes
row_47 NPL N-acetylneuraminate pyruvate lyase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16781] NPL N-acetylneuraminate pyruvate lyase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16781] 3750 0.230631426 0.59358156 Yes
row_48 DOCK2 dedicator of cytokinesis 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2988] DOCK2 dedicator of cytokinesis 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2988] 3768 0.229736745 0.60128814 Yes
row_49 RUNX3 RUNX family transcription factor 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10473] RUNX3 RUNX family transcription factor 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10473] 3987 0.218722716 0.5986101 Yes
row_50 EVI2B ecotropic viral integration site 2B [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3500] EVI2B ecotropic viral integration site 2B [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3500] 4438 0.199230805 0.5836935 Yes
row_51 LAIR1 leukocyte associated immunoglobulin like receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6477] LAIR1 leukocyte associated immunoglobulin like receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6477] 4535 0.195276067 0.58619714 Yes
row_52 HCLS1 hematopoietic cell-specific Lyn substrate 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4844] HCLS1 hematopoietic cell-specific Lyn substrate 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4844] 4571 0.193725988 0.5916702 Yes
row_53 TLR2 toll like receptor 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11848] TLR2 toll like receptor 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11848] 4588 0.192760393 0.59805024 Yes
row_54 CD53 CD53 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1686] CD53 CD53 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1686] 4618 0.191538528 0.6037397 Yes
row_55 LRMP lymphoid restricted membrane protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6690] LRMP lymphoid restricted membrane protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6690] 4629 0.191043362 0.6103535 Yes
row_56 MPP1 membrane palmitoylated protein 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7219] MPP1 membrane palmitoylated protein 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7219] 4693 0.188199729 0.6142314 Yes
row_57 HCK HCK proto-oncogene, Src family tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4840] HCK HCK proto-oncogene, Src family tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4840] 4849 0.18171975 0.6133026 Yes
row_58 TBXAS1 thromboxane A synthase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11609] TBXAS1 thromboxane A synthase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11609] 4870 0.180685848 0.61903477 Yes
row_59 CD86 CD86 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1705] CD86 CD86 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1705] 4897 0.179106906 0.6244104 Yes
row_60 NPC2 NPC intracellular cholesterol transporter 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14537] NPC2 NPC intracellular cholesterol transporter 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14537] 4993 0.175019905 0.62620974 Yes
row_61 B2M beta-2-microglobulin [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:914] B2M beta-2-microglobulin [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:914] 5021 0.17392841 0.631343 Yes
row_62 TNFAIP3 TNF alpha induced protein 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11896] TNFAIP3 TNF alpha induced protein 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11896] 5230 0.165817067 0.6271922 No
row_63 LCP2 lymphocyte cytosolic protein 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6529] LCP2 lymphocyte cytosolic protein 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6529] 5304 0.161711499 0.629588 No
row_64 HLA-DRB1 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR beta 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4948] HLA-DRB1 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR beta 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4948] 5580 0.148057759 0.6214514 No
row_65 CTSS cathepsin S [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2545] CTSS cathepsin S [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2545] 5606 0.146721795 0.6256713 No
row_66 LY86 lymphocyte antigen 86 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16837] LY86 lymphocyte antigen 86 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16837] 5810 0.138611287 0.6207561 No
row_67 LYN LYN proto-oncogene, Src family tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6735] LYN LYN proto-oncogene, Src family tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6735] 6073 0.130076438 0.6125954 No
row_68 CTSC cathepsin C [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2528] CTSC cathepsin C [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2528] 6127 0.127722874 0.61471874 No
row_69 FCER1G Fc fragment of IgE receptor Ig [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3611] FCER1G Fc fragment of IgE receptor Ig [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3611] 6248 0.121978223 0.6133034 No
row_70 RASSF4 Ras association domain family member 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:20793] RASSF4 Ras association domain family member 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:20793] 6256 0.121717326 0.617486 No
row_71 C1orf54 chromosome 1 open reading frame 54 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:26258] C1orf54 chromosome 1 open reading frame 54 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:26258] 6355 0.117832147 0.61700815 No
row_72 LST1 leukocyte specific transcript 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14189] LST1 leukocyte specific transcript 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14189] 6397 0.116428897 0.6193067 No
row_73 FLI1 Fli-1 proto-oncogene, ETS transcription factor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3749] FLI1 Fli-1 proto-oncogene, ETS transcription factor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3749] 6702 0.104799956 0.6081209 No
row_74 IL10RA interleukin 10 receptor subunit alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5964] IL10RA interleukin 10 receptor subunit alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5964] 7202 0.087690137 0.58662146 No
row_75 ADCY7 adenylate cyclase 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:238] ADCY7 adenylate cyclase 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:238] 7951 0.064420924 0.5518993 No
row_76 APOE apolipoprotein E [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:613] APOE apolipoprotein E [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:613] 8217 0.056794845 0.5408624 No
row_77 SELPLG selectin P ligand [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10722] SELPLG selectin P ligand [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10722] 8658 0.044892151 0.52069795 No
row_78 CD33 CD33 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1659] CD33 CD33 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1659] 9118 0.033228062 0.4991566 No
row_79 LAPTM5 lysosomal protein transmembrane 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:29612] LAPTM5 lysosomal protein transmembrane 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:29612] 9257 0.030170396 0.49343118 No
row_80 MSN moesin [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7373] MSN moesin [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7373] 9365 0.027556947 0.48914686 No
row_81 ITGB2 integrin subunit beta 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6155] ITGB2 integrin subunit beta 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6155] 9467 0.025260989 0.48507485 No
row_82 CTSL cathepsin L [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2537] CTSL cathepsin L [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2537] 9885 0.016085137 0.46497974 No
row_83 CXCR4 C-X-C motif chemokine receptor 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2561] CXCR4 C-X-C motif chemokine receptor 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2561] 10456 0.003611726 0.43682772 No
row_84 MERTK MER proto-oncogene, tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7027] MERTK MER proto-oncogene, tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7027] 11240 -0.004928768 0.3981545 No
row_85 GPNMB glycoprotein nmb [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4462] GPNMB glycoprotein nmb [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4462] 11349 -0.007213405 0.39306343 No
row_86 FCGR2A Fc fragment of IgG receptor IIa [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3616] FCGR2A Fc fragment of IgG receptor IIa [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3616] 11368 -0.007614374 0.39245358 No
row_87 CD84 CD84 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1704] CD84 CD84 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1704] 11690 -0.014492803 0.3770632 No
row_88 SYK spleen associated tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11491] SYK spleen associated tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11491] 11795 -0.016718382 0.3725244 No
row_89 LHFPL2 LHFPL tetraspan subfamily member 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6588] LHFPL2 LHFPL tetraspan subfamily member 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6588] 12117 -0.023766838 0.3574792 No
row_90 GNPTAB N-acetylglucosamine-1-phosphate transferase subunits alpha and beta [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:29670] GNPTAB N-acetylglucosamine-1-phosphate transferase subunits alpha and beta [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:29670] 12660 -0.035655782 0.3319093 No
row_91 CPVL carboxypeptidase vitellogenic like [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14399] CPVL carboxypeptidase vitellogenic like [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14399] 13069 -0.044844661 0.31333116 No
row_92 WIPF1 WAS/WASL interacting protein family member 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:12736] WIPF1 WAS/WASL interacting protein family member 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:12736] 13181 -0.047112029 0.30957612 No
row_93 IFI16 interferon gamma inducible protein 16 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5395] IFI16 interferon gamma inducible protein 16 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5395] 13184 -0.047429461 0.31124207 No
row_94 FCGR2B Fc fragment of IgG receptor IIb [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3618] FCGR2B Fc fragment of IgG receptor IIb [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3618] 13362 -0.051379118 0.30437058 No
row_95 NCKAP1L NCK associated protein 1 like [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4862] NCKAP1L NCK associated protein 1 like [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4862] 13472 -0.053923711 0.30096832 No
row_96 SLC1A3 solute carrier family 1 member 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10941] SLC1A3 solute carrier family 1 member 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10941] 13991 -0.066057809 0.2777209 No
row_97 SH2B3 SH2B adaptor protein 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:29605] SH2B3 SH2B adaptor protein 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:29605] 14075 -0.067941554 0.2761306 No
row_98 EVI2A ecotropic viral integration site 2A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3499] EVI2A ecotropic viral integration site 2A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3499] 14778 -0.086015396 0.24449487 No
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row_99 OSBPL3 oxysterol binding protein like 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16370] OSBPL3 oxysterol binding protein like 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16370] 15164 -0.097462974 0.22901642 No
row_100 C3AR1 complement C3a receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1319] C3AR1 complement C3a receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1319] 15333 -0.102581769 0.22449718 No
row_101 CSF1R colony stimulating factor 1 receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2433] CSF1R colony stimulating factor 1 receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2433] 15677 -0.112941019 0.21167906 No
row_102 AMPD3 adenosine monophosphate deaminase 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:470] AMPD3 adenosine monophosphate deaminase 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:470] 17718 -0.19536978 0.117714524 No
row_103 RNASE6 ribonuclease A family member k6 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10048] RNASE6 ribonuclease A family member k6 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10048] 18111 -0.217258349 0.10634717 No

Figure 5B: Classical dendritic cells type 1
NAME PROBE DESCRIPTION<br>(from dataset) GENE SYMBOL GENE_TITLE RANK IN GENE LIST RANK METRIC SCORE RUNNING ES CORE ENRICHMENT
row_0 TLR8 toll like receptor 8 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15632] TLR8 toll like receptor 8 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15632] 655 0.626866639 0.11496253 Yes
row_1 TLR3 toll like receptor 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11849] TLR3 toll like receptor 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11849] 1031 0.513293028 0.21706735 Yes
row_2 TLR10 toll like receptor 10 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15634] TLR10 toll like receptor 10 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15634] 1053 0.507534027 0.33530882 Yes
row_3 XCR1 X-C motif chemokine receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1625] XCR1 X-C motif chemokine receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1625] 1093 0.497686476 0.45034662 Yes
row_4 CLEC12A C-type lectin domain family 12 member A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:31713] CLEC12A C-type lectin domain family 12 member A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:31713] 1580 0.413897544 0.5236077 Yes
row_5 CLEC9A C-type lectin domain containing 9A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:26705] CLEC9A C-type lectin domain containing 9A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:26705] 2186 0.343890131 0.5745363 Yes
row_6 THBD thrombomodulin [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11784] THBD thrombomodulin [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11784] 2810 0.292374969 0.6124687 Yes
row_7 TLR6 toll like receptor 6 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16711] TLR6 toll like receptor 6 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16711] 4332 0.203700617 0.5851936 Yes
row_8 HLA-DRA major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4947] HLA-DRA major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4947] 4879 0.180236191 0.6005758 Yes
row_9 TMSB4X thymosin beta 4 X-linked [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11881] TMSB4X thymosin beta 4 X-linked [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11881] 5232 0.165724337 0.6221325 Yes

row_10 HLA-DRB1 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR beta 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4948] HLA-DRB1 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR beta 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4948] 5580 0.148057759 0.6397843 Yes
row_11 LY75 lymphocyte antigen 75 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6729] LY75 lymphocyte antigen 75 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6729] 5744 0.141387746 0.66495943 Yes
row_12 TLR1 toll like receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11847] TLR1 toll like receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11847] 6011 0.132499292 0.6829567 Yes
row_13 CD207 CD207 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17935] CD207 CD207 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:17935] 8407 0.051631492 0.57676095 No
row_14 CADM1 cell adhesion molecule 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5951] CADM1 cell adhesion molecule 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5951] 8997 0.03623464 0.5561759 No

Figure 5B: Classical dendritic cells type 2
NAME PROBE DESCRIPTION<br>(from dataset) GENE SYMBOL GENE_TITLE RANK IN GENE LIST RANK METRIC SCORE RUNNING ES CORE ENRICHMENT
row_0 CLEC10A C-type lectin domain containing 10A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16916] CLEC10A C-type lectin domain containing 10A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16916] 389 0.771062911 0.13655964 Yes
row_1 CD5 CD5 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1685] CD5 CD5 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1685] 918 0.542450666 0.2200617 Yes
row_2 CLEC6A C-type lectin domain containing 6A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14556] CLEC6A C-type lectin domain containing 6A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14556] 1496 0.425811082 0.27757663 Yes
row_3 LYZ lysozyme [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6740] LYZ lysozyme [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6740] 1575 0.41439113 0.35744455 Yes
row_4 CLEC12A C-type lectin domain family 12 member A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:31713] CLEC12A C-type lectin domain family 12 member A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:31713] 1580 0.413897544 0.44086978 Yes
row_5 CCL17 C-C motif chemokine ligand 17 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10615] CCL17 C-C motif chemokine ligand 17 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10615] 1582 0.413683534 0.5244 Yes
row_6 TLR9 toll like receptor 9 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15633] TLR9 toll like receptor 9 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15633] 2536 0.311390013 0.5402159 Yes
row_7 CLEC7A C-type lectin domain containing 7A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14558] CLEC7A C-type lectin domain containing 7A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14558] 2759 0.295978576 0.5890436 Yes
row_8 ITGAX integrin subunit alpha X [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6152] ITGAX integrin subunit alpha X [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6152] 3721 0.232960671 0.5886185 Yes
row_9 CD1C CD1c molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1636] CD1C CD1c molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1636] 4210 0.209002689 0.60672826 Yes

row_10 HLA-DRA major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4947] HLA-DRA major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4947] 4879 0.180236191 0.61013067 Yes
row_11 HLA-DRB1 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR beta 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4948] HLA-DRB1 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR beta 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4948] 5580 0.148057759 0.6054504 Yes
row_12 CD14 CD14 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1628] CD14 CD14 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1628] 5603 0.146900848 0.6340427 Yes
row_13 IRF4 interferon regulatory factor 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6119] IRF4 interferon regulatory factor 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6119] 6301 0.120059229 0.62385386 No
row_14 CX3CR1 C-X3-C motif chemokine receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2558] CX3CR1 C-X3-C motif chemokine receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:2558] 8232 0.056313839 0.5398521 No
row_15 SIRPA signal regulatory protein alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9662] SIRPA signal regulatory protein alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9662] 8631 0.045422696 0.5293603 No
row_16 ITGAM integrin subunit alpha M [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6149] ITGAM integrin subunit alpha M [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6149] 9383 0.027252868 0.49775252 No
row_17 CLEC4A C-type lectin domain family 4 member A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:13257] CLEC4A C-type lectin domain family 4 member A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:13257] 11207 -0.004060864 0.40848154 No
row_18 CCL22 C-C motif chemokine ligand 22 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10621] CCL22 C-C motif chemokine ligand 22 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:10621] 11404 -0.008455534 0.4005037 No
row_19 CD1A CD1a molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1634] CD1A CD1a molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1634] 17452 -0.182183653 0.138473 No

Figure 5B: Plasmacytoid dendritic cells
NAME PROBE DESCRIPTION<br>(from dataset) GENE SYMBOL GENE_TITLE RANK IN GENE LIST RANK METRIC SCORE RUNNING ES CORE ENRICHMENT
row_0 IL3RA interleukin 3 receptor subunit alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6012] IL3RA interleukin 3 receptor subunit alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6012] 258 0.885453522 0.15827046 Yes
row_1 CLEC4C C-type lectin domain family 4 member C [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:13258] CLEC4C C-type lectin domain family 4 member C [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:13258] 477 0.711645722 0.28494775 Yes
row_2 CCR2 C-C motif chemokine receptor 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1603] CCR2 C-C motif chemokine receptor 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1603] 858 0.56069237 0.37446526 Yes
row_3 IRF8 interferon regulatory factor 8 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5358] IRF8 interferon regulatory factor 8 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:5358] 1245 0.467103273 0.44561034 Yes
row_4 LILRA4 leukocyte immunoglobulin like receptor A4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15503] LILRA4 leukocyte immunoglobulin like receptor A4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15503] 1558 0.416651428 0.5106674 Yes
row_5 CLEC12A C-type lectin domain family 12 member A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:31713] CLEC12A C-type lectin domain family 12 member A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:31713] 1580 0.413897544 0.5895707 Yes
row_6 FCER1A Fc fragment of IgE receptor Ia [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3609] FCER1A Fc fragment of IgE receptor Ia [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3609] 2496 0.314496487 0.60510343 Yes
row_7 TLR9 toll like receptor 9 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15633] TLR9 toll like receptor 9 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15633] 2536 0.311390013 0.6633189 Yes
row_8 LILRB4 leukocyte immunoglobulin like receptor B4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6608] LILRB4 leukocyte immunoglobulin like receptor B4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6608] 3455 0.249318048 0.6661146 Yes
row_9 TNFRSF21 TNF receptor superfamily member 21 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:13469] TNFRSF21 TNF receptor superfamily member 21 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:13469] 4643 0.190393403 0.6442384 Yes

row_10 DDX58 DExD/H-box helicase 58 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:19102] DDX58 DExD/H-box helicase 58 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:19102] 4713 0.186943069 0.67693573 Yes
row_11 TLR7 toll like receptor 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15631] TLR7 toll like receptor 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:15631] 5572 0.148358911 0.6631966 No
row_12 IRF4 interferon regulatory factor 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6119] IRF4 interferon regulatory factor 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6119] 6301 0.120059229 0.65041494 No
row_13 ZEB2 zinc finger E-box binding homeobox 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14881] ZEB2 zinc finger E-box binding homeobox 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:14881] 6606 0.10777811 0.6562109 No
row_14 TCF4 transcription factor 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11634] TCF4 transcription factor 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:11634] 7037 0.092786528 0.65288574 No
row_15 NRP1 neuropilin 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:8004] NRP1 neuropilin 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:8004] 10569 5.75E-04 0.4785316 No

Figure 5B: Monocytic dendritic cells
NAME PROBE DESCRIPTION<br>(from dataset) GENE SYMBOL GENE_TITLE RANK IN GENE LIST RANK METRIC SCORE RUNNING ES CORE ENRICHMENT
row_0 CCR2 C-C motif chemokine receptor 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1603] CCR2 C-C motif chemokine receptor 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1603] 858 0.56069237 0.17936428 Yes
row_1 FCGR1A Fc fragment of IgG receptor Ia [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3613] FCGR1A Fc fragment of IgG receptor Ia [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3613] 1394 0.440219611 0.32704005 Yes
row_2 ITGAX integrin subunit alpha X [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6152] ITGAX integrin subunit alpha X [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6152] 3721 0.232960671 0.30425096 Yes
row_3 MRC1 mannose receptor C-type 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7228] MRC1 mannose receptor C-type 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:7228] 4591 0.192734569 0.3375419 Yes
row_4 HLA-DRA major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4947] HLA-DRA major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4947] 4879 0.180236191 0.39464602 Yes
row_5 NOD1 nucleotide binding oligomerization domain containing 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16390] NOD1 nucleotide binding oligomerization domain containing 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:16390] 5102 0.169858471 0.45085728 Yes
row_6 HLA-DRB1 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR beta 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4948] HLA-DRB1 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR beta 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4948] 5580 0.148057759 0.4858468 Yes
row_7 CD14 CD14 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1628] CD14 CD14 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1628] 5603 0.146900848 0.5428601 Yes
row_8 LAMP1 lysosomal associated membrane protein 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6499] LAMP1 lysosomal associated membrane protein 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6499] 5874 0.136566952 0.5835327 Yes
row_9 SIRPA signal regulatory protein alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9662] SIRPA signal regulatory protein alpha [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:9662] 8631 0.045422696 0.4653249 No

row_10 ITGAM integrin subunit alpha M [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6149] ITGAM integrin subunit alpha M [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:6149] 9383 0.027252868 0.43899703 No
row_11 HLA-DQA2 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DQ alpha 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4943] HLA-DQA2 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DQ alpha 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4943] 9552 0.023128299 0.43984362 No
row_12 HLA-DPA1 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DP alpha 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4938] HLA-DPA1 major histocompatibility complex, class II, DP alpha 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:4938] 11314 -0.0064946 0.35540208 No
row_13 FCGR2A Fc fragment of IgG receptor IIa [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3616] FCGR2A Fc fragment of IgG receptor IIa [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:3616] 11368 -0.007614374 0.3557949 No
row_14 CD209 CD209 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1641] CD209 CD209 molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1641] 12313 -0.028077368 0.32025707 No
row_15 CD1A CD1a molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1634] CD1A CD1a molecule [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:HGNC:1634] 17452 -0.182183653 0.13844566 No
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Supplemental table 4: xCell coefficients (Figure 4D, Supplemental Figure S5)
Figure 4D: Activation and immune checkpoint markers
Gene PM Interior PM Interface T cells B cells Myeloid cells
CD3D -0.352078455 0.207311331 0.741445448 -0.205140104 0.049964534
CD8A -0.232957565 0.197006696 0.779245404 -0.225915333 0.055052701
EOMES -0.437064211 0.599380647 0.536310792 -0.701617696 0.492537105
TBX21 -0.220558519 0.502551882 0.687019688 -0.641953774 0.154265636
IFNG -0.370442445 0.183438994 0.075834043 -0.55977908 -0.271681284
CXCL9 -0.091348307 0.758927816 0.664889656 -0.215690314 0.17547853
CXCL10 -0.01893233 0.549666113 0.885134507 -0.107690016 -0.359480672
CXCL16 0.67617338 0.836740218 0.156740797 0.006595661 0.060140958
IL15 -1.288739295 -1.391046069 0.733667356 0.381605241 -0.439905442
PDCD1 -1.580511101 -1.109350391 0.936499384 0.430695137 0.100875763
CTLA4 -1.867191138 -1.23989207 1.4793797 -0.181600098 -0.305200689
HAVCR2 -0.037349347 0.151763099 0.673232013 0.171760066 -0.356236643
LAG3 -0.477093984 0.146724873 1.273287333 -0.354646434 -0.582405248
TIGIT -0.616616677 0.024037715 1.215345082 -0.52573382 0.008621916

Supplemental Figure S5: OLR1 and archetypal genes associated with PMN-MDSC
Gene PM Interior PM Interface T cells B cells Myeloid cells
S100A8 -0.185457918 0.323231198 0.103207113 0.10812377 0.432666831
CCL23 -0.425314883 0.549486093 0.078996108 -0.217263346 0.317356767
CCL18 -0.186094302 0.702437797 0.244778221 -0.21686408 0.614311235
MARCO -0.060070119 1.060183281 0.105799601 -0.35613622 0.29718867
OLR1 -0.064824886 0.725655812 0.123520261 0.037590988 0.294047445
IDO1 0.547290409 1.225736519 0.210238519 -0.764904411 0.53883941

Marker of cytotoxicity/activation
Immune checkpoint molecule
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Osteosarcoma tumor with viable tissue (included for immune analysis) Osteosarcoma tumor with non-viable tissue (excluded from immune analysis)

Figure S2
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Figure S6
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